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System of the wind wave operational forecast in the Black Sea based on the SWAN (Simulating Waves Nearshore) numerical spectral model is represented. In the course of the system development the SWAN model was adapted to take into account the features of its operation at the Black Sea Marine Forecast Center.

The model input-output is agreed with the applied nomenclature and the data representation formats. The user interface for rapid access to simulation results was developed. The model adapted to wave forecast in the Black Sea in a quasi-operational mode, is validated for 2012–2015.

Validation of the calculation results was carried out for all five forecasting terms based on the analysis of two-dimensional graphs of the wave height distribution derived from the data of prognostic calculations and remote measurements obtained with the altimeter installed on the Jason-2 satellite. Calculation of the statistical characteristics of the deviations between the wave height prognostic values and the data of their measurements from the Jason-2 satellite, as well as a regression analysis of the relationship between the forecasted and measured wave heights was additionally carried out.

A comparison of the results obtained with the similar results reported in the works of other authors published in 2009–2016 showed their satisfactory compliance with each other.

The forecasts carried out by the authors for the Black Sea as well as those obtained for the other World Ocean regions show that the current level of numerical methods for sea wave forecasting is in full compliance with the requirements of specialists engaged in studying and modeling the state of the ocean and the atmosphere, as well as the experts using these results for solving applied problems.
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Introduction

From 2009 to 2014 Marine Hydrophysical Institute (MHI), as one of the seven marine forecast centers, participated in the European Union's FP-7 project My Ocean. Currently, the center continues to operate autonomously. One of the tasks of further improvement of the Black Sea Marine Forecast Center (BSMFC) operational system is related to the creation of integrated marine forecast systems based on simultaneous joint work of various forecasting models, including those intended for joint forecasting of the Black Sea circulation and waves.

Joint wave and circulation forecast will permit to increase the accuracy of calculations of sea current velocity, temperature and salinity in the upper sea layer and determine the sea wave characteristics. Improving the forecast quality is achieved due to a more correct consideration of the effects of the interaction of sea waves and currents using a complex prognostic model of these phenomena.
In 2007–2008 as part of the BSMFC, the wave forecast system using the WAM model was in operation [1]. The wave forecast results were used to make the current velocity calculations in the Black Sea circulation model more accurate. Currently, it is possible to resume the solution of this urgent problem using the SWAN wave model [2, 3]. In 2009–2016 a number of papers [4–10], dealing with the wave forecast systems and results in the Black Sea basin, based on the use of the WaveWatch-III [11] and SWAN models, were published. The results of prognostic calculations for the Black Sea, obtained by the authors, as well as the calculations for other World Ocean regions [12] show that the current level of numerical methods for wave forecasting is in full compliance with the requirements of specialists engaged in studying and modeling the state of the ocean and the atmosphere, as well as the experts using these results for solving applied problems.

At the same time, some of the aforementioned systems operate in the research mode. Forecasts obtained through other systems operating online are difficult to adapt for sharing with models operating in the BSMFC. On that basis, the decision to develop the own system of forecasting sea waves was taken.

The present work is aimed to create and carry out preliminary validation of the sea wave forecast system functioning in BSMFC, for its subsequent integration with the Black Sea water circulation model. It will make it possible to increase the reliability of operational forecasts of water circulation and wave parameters.

In the course of the work, the following tasks were set:

1. Introduce the SWAN model into the BSMFC marine forecast system to provide its further joint application use with the Black Sea circulation model.

2. Create a user interface for the operational access of MHI staff and representatives of other interested scientific organizations to the wave forecast data.

3. Carry out a preliminary validation of the SWAN model, adapted for forecasts of the Black Sea waves in a quasi-operational mode for 2012–2015 and compare the results with similar work of other authors.

BSMFC Wave Forecast System

In BSMFC Wave Forecast System the SWAN model is used. It is based on the numerical solution of the wave energy balance equation in the spectral form [3]:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} N + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} (c_x N) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} (c_y N) + \frac{\partial}{\partial \sigma} (c_\sigma N) + \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta} (c_\theta N) = S / \sigma .
\]  

(1)

Here \( N = E / \sigma \) is the wave action density; \( E \) is the wave energy spectrum; \( x, y, t \) are the spatial coordinates and time; \( \sigma, \theta \) are the frequency and angular coordinates. Values \( c_x, c_y, c_\sigma, c_\theta \) are the velocities of wave action density transport along the corresponding spatial and frequency-angular coordinates [13]. The source function on the right-hand side of equation (1) has the following:

\[
S = S_{in} + S_{uf} + S_{wc} + S_{bf} + S_{db}
\]  

(2)
where $S_{in}$ is the source of wave generation by wind; $S_{nl}$ are the nonlinear interactions of spectral harmonics; $S_{wc}$ is the energy dissipation due to collapse of wave crests; $S_{bf}$ is the energy dissipation due to bottom friction; $S_{dib}$ is the collapse of waves at critical depths.

The SWAN model version 42.10 applying OpenMP technology for multi-core processors was used. Wave characteristics were determined on $238 \times 132$ grid, covering the Black Sea with the step of $\sim 4.5$ km. The bottom topography was set on the same grid. The frequency interval $(0.05 \text{ Hz} \leq \sigma \leq 1 \text{ Hz})$ was covered by a non-uniform grid with 31 nodes. The model resolution along the angular coordinate was $10^\circ$. The time integration step in the equation (1) was 30 minutes. Bottom friction was determined on the basis of the Grant-Madsen theory [14]. At the entrance to the model, the wind speed was set at a standard height of 10 m with time discreteness of 3 hours.

The main output model characteristics are: height of significant waves, mean direction of wave propagation and mean wave period.

During the system development, the SWAN model was adapted to take into account the features of its functioning in the BSMFC. The representation of the Black Sea bathymetry data was improved and the input and output data of the model was harmonized with the nomenclature and presentation formats of the BSMFC data.

The automatic wave forecast system currently operates in an autonomous operational mode and performs a standard sequence of actions foreseen in making the forecasts – from planning the calculations to issuing the results of calculations of height, direction and period of significant waves on BSMFC servers. The atmospheric effect (wind speed) is set according to the data of the SKIRON Greek Atmospheric Forecast Center [15], regularly obtained by the BSMFC via Internet and prepared for application in the BSMFC models.

Functional diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1. Its management is carried out using script files developed in the CalcmanPack language and executed by the interpreter programs of the CalcMan software package [16]. In the process of functioning, the system performs the following sequence of actions:

– forecast planning;
– standby mode to start the next forecast cycle;
– preparation of the input data necessary for the next cycle of the forecast;
– forecast of wave characteristics using the SWAN model;
– input and auxiliary data archiving, used and created during the execution of the next forecast cycle, in a local file archive on the BSMFC file server;
– preparation of output NetCDF-files of wave forecast, archiving of results in a local file archive;
– upload of the forecast results to THREDDS server to provide access to data for the users;
– work cycle completion, transition to the planning of the next cycle of calculations.
When the system is running, operation logs are automatically created for each calculation cycle separately. They record the results of each step of the work and the problems that appear during the forecast execution. Operation logs are available via the Internet.

Fig. 2. Example of visualization of the field of heights of significant waves using the Godiva2 interface
Access to data stored on THREDDS server is realized through the corresponding product lines [17, 18]. A special NetcdfSubset interface is used to select and download data on the necessary parameters of the marine environment in an arbitrary part of the Black Sea water area [18]. Currently, for reasons of saving disk memory resources the data from the BSMFC file server can be downloaded for any period of time within 90 days before and 5 days after the current date.

Visualization of the wave forecast results is carried out via Godiva2 interactive interface – the standard component of THREDDS server [17]. It permits to obtain the value of the predicted parameter at any point in the water area, visualize horizontal and vertical sections, create animated images at specified time intervals and build time series at fixed points. An example of visualization of the wave forecast results is shown in Fig. 2.

Currently, the forecast system works in the operative mode.

**Validation of the results of the BSMFC wave forecasts**

To validate the prognostic calculations, GDR data archives (on wave heights) obtained by the Poseidon-3 altimeter of the Jason-2 satellite were used [19]. The model calculations data were linearly interpolated in space and time to the points and time of remote measurements. The number of joint data \( N = 63315 \). The validation period for wave forecasts is from 2012 to 2015. According to the Jason-2 satellite product guide [19], the expected standard deviation for errors in recovering the height of significant waves is 0.25 m, the actual value is 0.12 m.

During the model validation the satellite data passed the standard filtration procedure described in the Jason-2 satellite product guide [19]. Some filter parameters given in this work have been changed in accordance with the materials described in [5]. To the standard procedure for satellite data filtering in [19], the supplementary filters used in [5] were added. In particular, the satellite data with a wave height of less than 0.1 m are proposed to be filtered in the present study proposes to filter. No own procedures for filtering satellite data were used by us.

The analysis of the forecast results was carried out on the basis of the scattering diagrams of the prognostic values of the heights of significant waves relative to their values obtained from the Poseidon-3 altimeter and the following statistical characteristics of the differences between the predicted and measured values:

\[
ME = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (H_{m,i} - H_{s,i}) ,
\]

\[
SD = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} ((H_{m,i} - H_{s,i} - ME)^2} ,
\]

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{ME^2 + SD^2} ,
\]

\[
SI = \frac{RMSE}{MH_s} ,
\]

\[
R = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (H_{m,i} - MH_m)(H_{s,i} - MH_s)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (H_{m,i} - MH_m)^2 (H_{s,i} - MH_s)^2}} ,
\]

\[
MH_m = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} H_{m,i} ,
\]

\[
MH_s = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} H_{s,i} ,
\]
where $ME$ is the mean deviation; $SD$ is the standard deviation; $RMSE$ is the root mean square deviation; $SI$ is the scattering index (relative root mean square deviation); $R$ is the correlation coefficient; $MH_m$ and $MH_s$ are the mean wave heights calculated from forecast data and satellite measurements.

Fig. 3 shows joint empirical distributions of the wave heights obtained as a result of the forecast and measurements from the earth satellite for the forecast periods in the intervals 0–1, 2 – 3 and 4–5 days. The whole range of values from 0 to 8 m is divided into $160 \times 160$ pixels (cells) with a size of $0.05 \times 0.05$ m. For each cell the number of pairs of calculated and measured values of the wave height that hit this pixel was calculated. The number of hits per pixel is shown in color. Correspondence of colors to the quantity of the pairs which have got in pixels is shown on a color palette on the right.

![Fig. 3.](image)

**Fig. 3.** Diagrams of scattering of prognostic values of the heights of significant waves with respect to the data of altimetric observations: $a$ – during the forecast for 0–1 day; $b$ – during the forecast for 2–3 days; $c$ – during the forecast for 4–5 days.

Tab. 1 shows values of the mean ($ME$), standard ($SD$) and root mean square ($RMSE$) deviations, scattering index ($SI$) and correlation coefficient ($R$), as well as the linear regression coefficients – the slope ($a$) and displacement ($b$) values of the prognostic wave heights on their measured values.
Table 1

Statistical Characteristics of the Differences between the Prognostic and Measured Values of the Wind Wave Height in the Black Sea

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period of the forecast</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>SI</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–1 days</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–3 days</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5 days</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results obtained in the present study were compared with the data of [4–7]. In [4] the calculations were carried out for the period of 15.04–30.11.2011. To compare with the prognostic wave height values, the Jason1, Jason2 and Envisat satellite measurements were used. In [5] the calculations were carried out for the period of 01.10–31.12.2012. The Jason2 satellite measurements data was used. The results of the reanalysis of the significant wave heights obtained in [6] correspond to the period of 01.01–30.04.2002. When comparing the reanalysis results, the Topex satellite data was used. According to the data given in Tab. 7 [6, p. 14], the quality of the data from this satellite is the best. In [7] results of reanalysis of significant wave height values obtained within the period of 2010–2011 are presented. Comparison of these results with observational data was carried out using remote sensing of Envisat, Jason1 and Jason2 satellites in 2010–2011. Below, the data shown in Fig. 7, c [7, p. 8], obtained using the Jason2 satellite in 2010 is presented.

The results of comparing the present study estimates with the data of the listed works are presented in Tab. 2. They are given for the forecasts for a period of 0–1 day.

Table 2

Table of Comparison of Statistical Estimates from Tab. 1 with the Data of the Other Works [4–7]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>SI</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MHI</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4, 8]</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For prognostic periods from 0 to 1 day, the weakest dispersion of prognostic values relative to the measured values of wave height occurs. The correlation coefficient assumes a high value $R = 0.9$. It is almost the same as in [5]. In other works, the correlation between calculation data and remote measurements is weaker. The standard deviation $SD$ takes values less than those calculated on the basis of data on the values of the mean and root mean square deviations given in [4–8]. Value of the mean error $ME$, obtained in the present study, turns out to be quite large. Its absolute value is about 60% of the standard deviation. For this
reason, the present estimates of the root mean square deviation and scattering index are higher than those in the works listed. Comparison of the slopes of the regression lines obtained here and estimated from Fig. 7, given in [5, p. 16], shows that the present estimate of the regression line slope is 14% less than that of [5].

With an increase in the forecast periods, there is deterioration in the correspondence between the distance measurement data and the calculated values of the wave height both in the present calculations and in the other works. Comparison of the forecasts obtained by in the present study for other forecast periods, with similar results of other authors, reveals the same features that occurred for the forecast for a period of 0 to 1 day.

Conclusions
1. The sea wave forecast system functions in an automatic operational mode. The created system works reliably. For the period from mid-June to mid-November 2016, there were no failures in the system related to the improper functioning of the developed software.

2. To maintain the system functioning, the following actions are compulsory: the daily monitoring of its operation results and elimination of problems occasionally arising from the lack of necessary input data, power outages and disruptions in the operation of internal and external data transmission networks.

3. The performed validation of the prognostic calculations showed good results in terms of the maximum correlation coefficient and minimum standard deviation. At the same time, according to the criterion of a systematic deviation minimum, the results obtained are inferior to the results reported in the other works.
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